CELEBRATING
10 YEARS OF PROGRESS.
BUILDING OUR FUTURE.

SUMMARY

ABOUT SUSTAINABLE CLEVEL AND
In 2009 the City of Cleveland hosted the first Sustainable Cleveland Summit and
announced an ambitious plan to transform Cleveland into a Green City on a Blue Lake.
Founded by Mayor Frank G. Jackson and facilitated by the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability,
Sustainable Cleveland engaged citizens from all walks of life to work together to design
and develop a thriving and resilient region.
Sustainable Cleveland has grown in scope, breadth, and participants since it launched in
2009. Determined residents, businesses, and community leaders have come together to
help shape vibrant communities, innovate businesses, and restore a flourishing natural
environment. The annual Summits and year-round engagement have supported these
efforts as well as the development and implementation of the Cleveland Climate Action
Plan, a blueprint to reduce Cleveland’s carbon footprint and build thriving and resilient
neighborhoods for all.
Together, we’ve made significant progress over the last decade. With the foundation
and momentum we’ve built, now is the time to accelerate that progress as we move
forward, together.
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SUSTAINABLE CLEVEL AND BY THE NUMBERS
Sustainability is about improving quality of life for current populations and generations to come.
From improved air and water quality to increased bike infrastructure and decreased greenhouse
gas emissions, it’s clear quality of life in Cleveland has improved as we achieve Sustainable
Cleveland goals. This summary is a snapshot of Cleveland’s accomplishments in becoming a
more sustainable city. Visit www.SustainableCleveland.org to learn more about the projects,
people, and progress that make Sustainable Cleveland special.
SUSTAINABLE CLE VEL AND ENGAGEMENT

CUYAHOGA50 ENGAGEMENT
Water. It sustains us, nourishes us, and drives our economy.

•

15,000+ People Actively Engaged

•

5,230 Total Summit Attendees; 2,685 unique

•

100+ members of the Mayor’s Stewardship Council

Throughout 2019, Cuyahoga50 brought people together to

and 2019 Steering Committee

celebrate clean water and ignite future action. Cuyahoga50 was

1000+ Media Articles and Recognition (articles,

supported by 200+ organizations and included 100+ community

•

By the time of the 1969 Cuyahoga River fire, there was no
visible life in the water. Fifty years later, the river is alive again.

stories, and mentions)

events, exhibits, performances, and conferences throughout

•

53 Working Groups Formed Since 2009

(June 19-23, 2019) resulted in:

•

700+ Total Working Group Participants

•

6 Working Group “Graduates” (working groups that became

Greater Cleveland, all focused on water. Anniversary week

businesses and non-profits). Graduates include:
• Tunnel Vision Hoops

• Upcycle Parts Shop

• Cleveland 2030 District

• Cleveland Water Alliance

• Drink Local, Drink Tap

• Campus District

•

50,000+ people attended 25 events

•

100+ positive news stories

•

32,000 unique visitors to Cuyahoga50.org

•

70,000+ views of Cuyahoga50 videos

23%

Cleveland Reduces Carbon Pollution While Growing the Economy

increasing Gross Regional Product
(GRP)* by 19%.
Energy Use
Industrial Processes
Transportation
Waste
GHG Emissions/Real GRP
(MTC02e/$ 2017)
*Cleveland-Elyria Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Source: https://www.bea.gov/
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CELEBR ATION YE AR TOPICS
Every year leading up to 2019, Cleveland has focused on one key area fundamental to a
sustainable city, known as Celebration Years. Using the year-long celebrations to highlight each
topic provided a unified platform for residents, businesses, and local community organizations
to engage in sustainability. Priorities that cut across each topic include equity, business
leadership, and resilience.
Pages 5-7 include major accomplishments over 10 years, organized by Celebration Year topic.

2011

2012

2013

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

LOCAL FOODS

ADVANCED AND
RENEWABLE RESOURCES

2014

2015

2016

SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION

CLEAN WATER

ZERO WASTE

2020
2017

2018

2019

VIBRANT GREEN SPACE

VITAL NEIGHBORHOODS

PEOPLE
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
• Cleveland 2030 District launched in 2012 – now has 280+
large buildings making significant cuts in energy use (24%
savings), water use (21% savings), and transportation
emissions (25% reduction)
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
• Between 2010 and 2018, Cleveland went from 9 solar and wind
installations to 189, and from 3% renewable electricity to 13%

• Since 2009, 6,000+ new residential units have met the
Cleveland Green Building Standard

• Icebreaker Wind received a $40million grant from the U.S.
DOE for construction of the first offshore freshwater wind
farm in North America – all permits are now complete or in
process

• The Cleveland Energy$aver Program helped improve energy
efficiency in more than 150 homes

• In 2017, Cleveland released a Solar Energy Guide and was
recognized as a SolSmart City

• City of Cleveland adopted a Sustainable Municipal Building
Policy in 2013

• Beginning in 2013, the City of Cleveland incorporated
renewable energy into community choice aggregations,
resulting in 100% clean energy for more than 50,000
residents and 5,000 businesses

• COSE has conducted more than 1,000 energy efficiency
audits, saving businesses millions
• Cleveland Public Power has begun converting 61,000
streetlights to LED, to be complete by 2020

LOCAL FOOD
• 12 farmers’ markets, all of which accept Electronic Benefit
Transfer (EBT) and offer Produce Perks
• More than 175 community gardens in Cleveland supported
by Summer Sprout, Gardening for Greenbacks, and other
programs
• The Rid-All Green Partnership launched in 2011 and Green
City Growers in 2012, all part of the Urban Agriculture
Innovation Zone in Kinsman
• Cleveland has some of the largest urban farms in the country,
including the 6-acre Ohio City Farm
• Edible Cleveland magazine launched in 2012, the Year of
Local Foods

ZERO WA STE
• The ZeroWasteNEO working group developed an event guide,
supporting more than 100 zero and reduced waste events
and meetings
• Stone Soup began in 2015 and the Hunger Network’s Food
Rescue program launched in 2018, both dedicated to
connecting those with excess food to those in need
• 1.4 million tons of waste diverted from landfills annually in
Cuyahoga County
• Rust Belt Riders has diverted more than 4 million pounds of
food waste since 2014 and a number of large venues installed
Grind2Energy systems to convert food waste to energy using
anaerobic digestion
• The Port of Cleveland, in partnership with Kurtz, is now the
largest sediment recycler in the Great Lakes (by recycling
dredged Cuyahoga River sediment)
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CLE AN WATER
• Three Beneficial Use Impairments have been removed from
the Cuyahoga River Area of Concern
• Drink Local. Drink Tap. formed in 2010, to educate and engage
about the importance of water
• The City of Cleveland Summer Rain Barrel Program has
distributed more than 5,000 rain barrels to residents
since 2008
• The Cleveland Water Department has helped reduce over
20,000 customer leaks through its Automated Meter Read
(AMR) technology
• The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District has helped reduce
the amount of combined sewer overflows and beach advisory
days through Project Clean Lake and supporting green
infrastructure grants
• Through its partnerships and programs, including Erie Hack,
the Cleveland Water Alliance has become a regional leader in
creating a “blue economy”
• Launched Don’t Break the Lake and Skip the Straw campaigns
to reduce plastic pollution in our waterways

SUSTAINABLE TR ANSPORTATION
• 80+ miles of bike infrastructure (bike lanes, trails, sharrows)
added in Cleveland since 2013
• Bike Cleveland was founded in 2011
• The City of Cleveland adopted a Complete and Green Streets
ordinance in 2011
• UH Bikes, Cleveland’s first shared mobility system, launched
in 2016; Shared mobility expanded in 2019 with launch of
e-scooter and e-bike pilot
• Greater Cleveland RTA has added more than 60 compressed
natural gas (CNG) buses
• RTA’s Commuter Advantage program has expanded from 696
companies in 2013 to 856 companies in 2017
• Safe Routes to School launched, implementation well underway
• Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA) and
City of Cleveland launch Vision Zero initiatives
• Port Authority improves Green Marine Scorecard through
improvements in GHG emissions, spill prevention, and
environmental leadership
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VIBR ANT GREEN SPACE
• The Cleveland Tree Plan was developed in 2015 and the
Cleveland Tree Coalition formed in 2016, made up of 40+
organizations to implement the plan
• The City of Cleveland passed a Riparian and Wetland Setback
ordinance in 2016, protecting areas along banks and streams
of rivers
• Approximately 81% of Cleveland residents live within a
10-minute walk of a park, higher than the national average
• Cleveland ranks 35th out of 100 cities for park acreage,
investment, amenities, and access

VITAL NEIGHBORHOODS
• Select community development corporations have begun
implementing sustainability and climate action into their
Strategic Investment Initiative (SII) planning, with Metro
Health and Slavic Village adopting the EcoDistrict model for
their neighborhoods
• Vital Neighborhoods Working Group hosts annual Potluck in
the Park, launched Cleveland Spaces Vital Places workshops
to support reuse of vacant land
• Mayor Jackson launched the Neighborhood Transformation
Initiative in 2017
• Resilient Cleveland supported Climate Ambassadors in four
Cleveland neighborhoods

PEOPLE
• 90 organizations and 300+ residents were actively engaged
in the development of the Cleveland Climate Action Plan
• More than 3,000 people from Cleveland and Northeast Ohio
have participated in racial equity training
• The Cleveland Climate Action Fund supports 70+ residentled, neighborhood-based projects - partnered with
Neighborhood Connections in 2018
• Neighborhood Connections, which launched in 2003, has
now funded about 3,000 projects with over $8 million in small
grants; NeighborUp has 3,000+ members
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LOOKING FORWARD
While there is much to celebrate, it’s clear there is much work to do
for Cleveland to truly become a green city on a blue lake, and for all
Clevelanders to enjoy the benefits of sustainable living. We must build
off the foundation created by Sustainable Cleveland to accelerate
progress beyond 2019. By working together we can implement the
Cleveland Climate Action Plan and achieve the following:
• By 2030, reduce residential and commercial energy use by 50% and industrial use by

30% saving Cleveland households and businesses $170 million annually.
• Ensure all residents and businesses have access to affordable clean energy.
• 100% of electricity demand comes from clean, renewable energy by 2050.
• Reduce the share of single-passenger vehicles on the road from 70% to 65% by 2022,
and 55% by 2030.
• Make progress in meeting the Vision Zero Goal of eliminating transportation fatalities.
• Northeast Ohio achieves air quality attainment by 2021.
• 100% of residents live within a 10-minute walk of a clean, safe, and programmed park.
• Delist the Cuyahoga River as an Area of Concern by 2025.
• Install stormwater control measures on all development projects.
• 30% tree canopy by 2040 and 50,000 trees planted by 2020.
• Achieve a landfill diversion rate of 50% by 2030 for both residential and commercial
waste in Cuyahoga County.
• Reduce the number of residents with low access to healthy food from 61% in 2015
to 40% in 2022.
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